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On Some Entropy Functionals derived from Rényi Information
Divergence
J.-F. Bercher1

Laboratoire des Signaux et Systèmes, CNRS-Univ Paris Sud-Supelec, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette cedex, France

Abstract

We consider the maximum entropy problems associated with R´enyi Q-entropy, subject to two kinds of constraints on expected
values. The constraints considered are a constraint on the standard expectation, and a constraint on the generalized expectation as
encountered in nonextensive statistics. The optimum maximum entropy probability distributions, which can exhibit a power-law
behaviour, are derived and characterized.

The Rényi entropy of the optimum distributions can be viewed as a function of the constraint. This defines two families ofentropy
functionals in the space of possible expected values. General properties of these functionals, including nonnegativity, minimum,
convexity, are documented. Their relationships as well as numerical aspects are also discussed. Finally, we work out some specific
cases for the reference measureQ(x) and recover in a limit case some well-known entropies.
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1. Introduction

Consider two univariate continuous probability distributions with densitiesP andQ with respect to the Lebesgue
measure. The Rényi information divergence introduced in [32] has the form

Dα(P ||Q) = −H
(α)
Q (P ) =

1

α − 1
log

∫

D

P (x)αQ(x)1−αdx, (1)

whereα is a positive real andD the domain of definition of the integral. In the discrete case, the continuous sum is
replaced by a discrete one which extends on a subsetD of integers. The oppositeH(α)

Q (P ) of the Rényi information
divergence can be viewed as a Rényi entropy relative to the reference measureQ, and can be calledQ-entropy. By
L’Hospital’s rule, Kullback divergence is recovered in thelimit α → 1.
Applications and areas of interest in Rényi entropy are plentiful: communication and coding theory [10], data min-
ing, detection, segmentation, classification [29,5], hypothesis testing [23], characterization of signals and sequences
[38,19], signal processing [5,3], image matching and registration [29,15]. Connection with the log-likelihood has been
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outined in [33], where is also defined a measure of the intrinsic shape of a distribution which can serve as a measure of
tail heaviness [27]. Rényi entropies for large families of univariate and bivariate distributions are given in [25,26]. Di-
vergence measures based on entropy functions can be used in the process of inference [12], in clustering or partionning
problems [22,2,7].
Rényi entropy also plays a central role in the theory of multifractals, see the review [18] and [4]. In statistical physics,
following Tsallis proposal [34,35] of another entropy (which is simply related to Rényi entropy), there has been a
high interest on these alternative entropies and the development of a community in “nonextensive thermostatistics”.
Indeed, the associated maximum entropy distributions exhibit a power-law behaviour, with a remarkable agreement
with experimental data, see for instance [6,35] and references therein. These optimum distributions, called Tsallis
distributions, are similar to Generalized Pareto Distributions, which also have an high interest in other fields, namely
reliability theory [1], climatology [24], radar imaging [21] or actuarial sciences [8].
Jaynes’ maximum entropy principle [16,17] suggests that the least biased probability distribution that describes a
partially-known system is the probability distribution with maximum entropy compatible with all the available prior
information. When prior information is available in the form of constraints on expected values, the maximum entropy
method amounts to minimize Kullback information divergence D(P ||Q) (or equivalently maximizing ShannonQ-
entropy) subject to normalization and these an observationconstraints. In the case of a single constraint on the mean
of the distribution, sayEP [X ] = m, the minimum of Kullback information in the set of all probability distributions
with expectationm is of course a function ofm, denotedF(m) as follows

F(m) =



















minP D(P ||Q)

s.t. m = EP [X ]

and
∫

D P (x)dx = 1

(2)

It is a ‘contracted’ version of ShannonQ-entropy and is called a level-1 entropy functional, or ratefunction, in the
theory of large deviations, e.g. [11]. The maximum entropy method is a widely and successful method extensively
used in a large variety of problems and contexts.

We focus here on solutions and properties of maximum entropyproblems analog to (2) for the Rényi information
divergence (1), and on the associated entropy functionals. The maximum R´enyi-Tsallis entropy distribution, with its
power law behavior, is at the heart of nonextensive statistics, but have also be considered in [13,14]. In nonextensive
statistics, one still consider the usual classical mean constraint, but also a ‘generalized’α-expectation constraint. This
‘generalized’α-expectation is in fact the expectation with respect to the distribution

P ∗(x) =
P (x)αQ(x)1−α

∫

D
P (x)αQ(x)1−αdx

, (3)

that is a weighted geometric mean ofP andQ. It is nothing else but the ‘escort’ or zooming distributionof nonextensive
statistics [35] and multifractals. Of course, withα = 1, the escort distributionP ∗ reduces toP and the generalized
meanEP∗ [X ] reduces to the standard one.
Therefore, the maximum entropy problems associated to Rényi information divergence (1), subject to normalization
and to a classical (C) or generalized (G) mean constraint states as:

F (C resp.G)
α (m) =































minP Dα(P ||Q)

s.t. (C)m = EP [X ]

or (G)m = EP∗ [X ]

and
∫

D
P (x)dx = 1

(4)

whereF (C)
α (m) andF (G)

α (m) are the level-one entropy functionals associated to RényiQ-entropy for the classical an
generalized constraints respectively. Since Rényi entropy reduces to Shannon’s forα = 1, functionalsF (.)

α (m) will
reduce toF(m) whenα → 1.
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Hence, in this paper, we consider the forms and properties ofmaximum entropy solutions associated to RényiQ-
entropy, subject to two kind of constraints, as explained above. The value of the maximum entropy problems at the
optimum define classes of entropy functionalsF

(.)
α (m) associated to each choice of referenceQ, and indexed by

the parameterα. The introduction of the reference measureQ, and therefore the definition of functionalsF (.)
α (m)

is, to the best of our knowledge, new in this setting. In section 2, the exact form of the probability distributionsP
that realize the minimum of the Rényi information divergence in the right side of (4) are first derived. Then we give
some properties of these distributions and of their partition functions. We show that the entropy functionalsF

(.)
α (m)

are simply linked to these partition functions. General properties of the entropy functionals, including nonnegativity,
convexity, are established. We also indicate how the problems (4) can be tackled numerically, for specific values of the
constraints, even thouh the maximum entropy distributionsexhibit implicit relationships. A divergence in the object
space, that reduces to a Bregman divergence forα → 1 is defined. These results are illustrated in section3 where we
study four special cases of referenceQ, and characterize the associated entropy functionals. It is then shown that some
well-known entropies are recovered.

2. The minimum of Rényi divergence

Let us define by

Pν(x) =
[1 + γ (x − x̄)]

ν

Zν(γ, x̄)
Q(x), (5)

a probability density function on a subsetD of R, whereD ensure that the numerator of (5) is always nonnegative and
its integral finite. The normalizationZν(γ, x) is the partition function defined by

Zν(γ, x) =

∫

D

[1 + γ(x − x)]ν Q(x)dx (6)

The densityPν depends of three parameters: the exponentν which can be considered as a shape parameter, a scale
parameterγ and a location parameterx̄. But these parameters can be also be linked. For instance,x̄ might be a function
of ν andγ. When non ambigous, we may also denote byEν [X ] the statistical mean with respect toPν(x).

With these notations, we have the following result.
Theorem 1

(C) The distributionPC(x) in the family (5) with ν = ξ = 1
α−1 andx = EP [X ] = Eξ[X ], has the minimum Ŕenyi

divergence toQ
Dα(P ||Q) ≥ Dα(PC ||Q) (7)

for all probability distributionsP (x) absolutely continuous with respect toPC(x) with a given (classical) expecta-
tion x.

(G) The distributionPG(x) in the family (5) with ν = −ξ = 1
1−α andx = EP∗

G
[X ] = E−(ξ+1)[X ], has the minimum

Rényi divergence toQ
Dα(P ||Q) ≥ Dα(PG||Q) (8)

for all probability distributionsP (x) absolutely continuous with respect toPG(x) with a given generalized expec-
tationx.

Corollary 2 The solution to the minimization of Rényi divergence in (4) is as given in theorem1 for the particular
valuesγ∗ of γ such thatx = m.
It is important to emphasize thatx is here a statistical mean, and not the constraintm, and as such a function ofγ.
Proof. See AppendixA
Remark 3 Whenα tends to 1,|ν| tends to+∞. Let us introducẽγ such thatγ = γ̃/ν. Then

Pν(x) = eν log[1+ γ̃
ν
(x−x̄)]−log Zν(γ̃,x̄)Q(x), (9)

and
lim

|ν|→+∞
Pν(x) = eγ̃(x−x̄)−log Zν(γ̃,x̄)Q(x), (10)
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that is the standard exponential, which is the well-known solution of the minimisation of Kullback-Leibler divergence
subject to a constraint on an expected value [20, Theo 2.1, page 38]. In this case, the log-partition function becomes

lim
|ν|→+∞

log Zν(γ̃, x̄) = γ̃x̄ − log

∫

D

eγ̃xQ(x)dx (11)

Properties of entropy functionalsF (C)
α (m) andF (G)

α (m) are of course linked to the properties of the optimum dis-
tribution (5) and its partition function (6). In Property4, we characterize partition functions of successive exponents,
which enables to derive the expression of the Rényi entropyassociated to the optimum distribution. In Proposition
6, we give the expression of the derivative of the partition function with respect toγ. Since the optimum distribution
(5) is ‘self-referential’ (because it depends of its mean, which gives an implicit relation), direct determination of its
parameters is difficult. It could rely on tabulation or on iterative techniques [36], that still suppose that the solution
is an attractive fixed point. We define in Proposition9 two functionals whose maximization provide theγ parameter
of the optimum distributions associated to the classical and generalized mean constraint. Then general properties of
nonnegativity, minimum, convexity are then given in Proposition 11. We also show that the two entropy optimization
problems are related and that functionalsF

(.)
α (m) obey a special symmetry. Finally, we define a divergence in the

space of possible means.
Property 4 Partition functions of successive exponents are linked by

Zν+1(γ, x) = Eν+1−k

[

(γ(x − x) + 1)
k
]

Zν+1−k(γ, x). (12)

An interesting particular case is for k=1:

Zν+1(γ, x) = Eν [γ(x − x) + 1] Zν(γ, x). (13)

This is easily checked by direct calculation. As a direct consequence, we may also observe thatZν+1(γ, x) = Zν(γ, x)
if and only if x = Eν [x] . Whenx is a fixed parameterm, this will be only true for a special valueγ∗ such that
Eν [x] = m.
Now, using (13) in Property4, it is possible to give the expression of the Rényi divergence associated to the distribution
(5) and in particular to the solutionsPC andPG of problems (4):
Property 5 The Ŕenyi information divergence associated to the optimum distributions (5) in theorem1 is (C)Dα(P ||Q) =
− logZξ(γ, x) = − logZξ+1(γ, x), and (G)Dα(P ||Q) = − log Z−ξ(γ, x) = − log Z−(ξ+1)(γ, x).
Proof.
The Rényi entropy associated to (5) writes

Dα(P ||Q) =
1

α − 1
log

∫

P (x)αQ(x)1−αdx

=
1

α − 1
log

∫

(1 + γ (x − x̄))
αν

Q(x)dx −
α

α − 1
log Zν(γ, x̄),

that simply reduces to

Dα(P ||Q) =
1

α − 1
log Zαν(γ, x̄) −

α

α − 1
log Zν(γ, x̄).

(C) In one hand, ifν = ξ = 1
α−1 , thenαν = α

α−1 = ξ +1, andDα(P ||Q) = 1
α−1 log Zξ+1(γ, x̄)− α

α−1 log Zξ(γ, x̄)
Therefore, when̄x = Eξ [x], then (13) givesZξ+1(γ, x̄) = Zξ(γ, x̄), and it simply remains

Dα(P ||Q) = − logZξ(γ, x) = − logZξ+1(γ, x).

(G) In the other hand, ifν = −ξ = 1
1−α , thenαν = α

1−α = −ξ − 1, andDα(P ||Q) = 1
α−1 log Z−(ξ+1)(γ, x̄) −

α
α−1 log Z−ξ(γ, x̄). Whenx̄ = E−(ξ+1) [x], we haveZ−ξ(γ, x̄) = Z−(ξ+1)(γ, x̄) according to (13) and it remains

Dα(P ||Q) = − logZ−ξ(γ, x) = − logZ−(ξ+1)(γ, x).

Since the Rényi information divergence of distributions (5) is simply the log-partition function, it will be useful to
examine the behaviour of the partition function with respect to the parameterγ. Hence, the following proposition
gives the expression of the derivative of the partition function.
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Proposition 6 For the partition function (6) with domain of definitionD, the derivative with respect toγ of the
partition function with characteristic exponentν is given by

d

dγ
Zν(γ, x) = ν

(

Eν−1 [x − x] − γ
dx

dγ

)

Zν−1(γ, x). (14)

if (a) the domainD does not depend ofγ, or (b) on subsets ofγ such that the domain incrementδD associated to the
variationδγ remains empty, or (c) forν > 0 in the continuous case orν > 1 in the discrete case.
Proof. See AppendixB
Using this proposition on the derivative of the partition function and Property4 on the link between partitions functions
of succesive exponents, we readily have
Property 7 If x = Eν−1 [X ] , then, with the same conditions as in proposition6:

d

dγ
log Zν(γ, x) = −γν

dx

dγ
, (15)

and
d

dx
log Zν(γ, x) = −γν. (16)

This is immediately checked using (13) and (14) with x = Eν−1[X ]. It is now interesting to consider the special case
wherex is a fixed value, saym. Then, it is immediate to check that the extrema of the function log Zν(γ, m) occur for
γ∗ such thatm = Eν−1[X ]:
Property 8 If x is a fixed valuem, then

d

dγ
log Zν(γ, m)

∣

∣

∣

∣

γ=γ∗

= 0. (17)

if and only ifγ∗ is such thatm = Eν−1 [X ].
This result is important because it provides an easy way to find the value of the parameterγ of the optimum distribu-
tions (5) that solves the maximum entropy problems (4).
Proposition 9 The valuesγ∗ of the parameterγ of the optimum distributions that solve the maximum entropyprob-
lems (4) are the minimum of the maximizers of

DC(γ) = − log Zξ+1(γ, m) (18)

DG(γ) = − log Z−ξ(γ, m) (19)

where the two partitions functions involved are convex, possibly on several well defined intervals. Then, the entropy
functionalsF (.)

α are simply given by
F (C resp.G)

α (m) = DC resp.G(γ∗). (20)

Proof. Indeed, Theorem1 and its corrolary indicates that the solution for the classical constraint (C) is obtained for
x = m = Eξ [X ] and byx = m = E−ξ−1 [X ] for the generalized constraint (G). Then by Property8 it suffices to
look for the extrema ofDC(γ) = − logZξ+1(γ, m) in the first case or ofDG(γ) = − logZ−ξ(γ, m) in the second
case. With similar conditions of derivation as in Proposition 6 the second derivative of the partition function with
respect toγ writes

d2Zν(γ, m)

dγ2
= ν(ν − 1)

∫

D

(x − m)
2
[1 + γ (x − x̄γ)]

ν−2
Q(x)dx (21)

= ν(ν − 1)Eν−2

[

(X − m)2
]

Zν−2(γ, m). (22)

Forν = ξ + 1 andν = −ξ, the factorν(ν − 1) reduces to α
(α−1)2 . Sinceα is positive, the second derivative is always

positive and the partition functionsZξ+1(γ, m) andZ−ξ(γ, m) are convex on their domain of definition. On these
domains, the functionals in (18) and (19) are then unimodal and their extrema are maxima.
In the discrete case and forν < 0, Zν(γ, m) has singularities for allγ = 1

m−k , wherek is an integer in the support

of the distribution. Therefore,Zν(γ, m) is only defined on segments
(

1
m−k , 1

m−k−1

)

, for m 6∈ (k + 1, k)), and
(

1
m−k−1 , 1

m−k

)

for m ∈ (k + 1, k). In such a case,− logZν(γ, m) may present several maxima. The situation
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ν < 0 occurs for the classical constraint whenα ∈ (0, 1) (since the indexξ + 1 = α/(α − 1) is negative), and
for the generalized constraint whenα > 1. An example of functionalDC(γ) with α = 0.5 in the case of a Poisson
distribution is reported in Fig.6. In theν > 0 discrete case or in the continuous case, there is a single maximum.
Finally, since the expression of the Rényi information divergence of the optimum distributions is precisely the opposite
of the log-partition function as indicated in Property5, the value of functionals (18) and (19) at their optimaγ∗ such
thatx̄ = m is precisely the value of entropy functionalsF (1)

α (m) andF (α)
α (m).

Remark 10 Whenα tends to 1, the parameter̃γ∗ is thus the maximizer of (11), and we obtain

lim
α→1

F (.)
α = sup

γ̃

{

γ̃x̄ − log

∫

D

eγ̃xQ(x)dx

}

, (23)

that is the Craḿer transform ofQ(x).
With the help of these different results it is now possible tocharacterize more precisely the entropy functionals
Proposition 11 Entropy functionalsF (C)

α (m) andF (G)
α (m) are nonnegative, with an unique minimum atmQ , the

mean ofQ, andF (.)
α (mQ) = 0. Furthermore,F (C)

α (m) is strictly convex forα ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. Rényi information divergenceDα(P ||Q) is always nonnegative, and equal to zero forP = Q. Since functionals

F
(.)
α (x) are defined as the minimum ofDα(P ||Q), they are always nonnegative. IfP = Q, we have alsoP ∗ = Q and

m = EP [X ] =EP∗ [X ] = mQ. ThereforeF (.)
α (mQ) = 0 andmQ is a global minimum.

From (16), we have d
dx log Zν+1(γ, x) = −γ(ν + 1). Then, functionalsF (.)

α (x) are only minimum ifγ = 0, and the

corresponding optimum probability distributions are simply P = Q, andDα(Q||Q) = 0. Therefore,F (.)
α (x) have an

unique minimum forx = mQ, the mean ofQ, andF (.)
α (mQ) = 0.

Finally, we examine the convexity ofF (C)
α (m), for α ∈ [0, 1].

Let P1 andP2 be the distributions that achieve the minimization ofDα(P ||Q) subject to the constraintsx1 = EP [X ]

andx2 = EP [X ] respectively. Then,F (C)
α (x1) = Dα(P1||Q), andF (C)

α (x2) = Dα(P2||Q). In the same way, denote

F
(C)
α (µx1 + (1 − µ)x2) = Dα(P̂ ||Q), whereP̂ denotes the optimum distribution with meanµx1 + (1 − µ)x2.

DistributionsP̂ (u) andµP1(u) + (1 − µ)P2(u) have the same meanµx1 + (1 − µ)x2. Hence, whenDα(P ||Q) is a
convex function ofP, that is forα ∈ [0, 1], we haveDα(P ∗||Q) ≤ µDα(P1(u)||Q) + (1 − µ)Dα(P2(u)||Q), that is

F
(C)
α (µx1 + (1 − µ)x2) ≤ µF

(C)
α (x1) + (1 − µ)F

(C)
α (x2) andF (C)

α (x) is a convex function.
Up to now the two optimization problems have been consideredin parallel. But here is a special symmetry that enables
to relate the solutions of the minimization of Rényi divergence subject to classical and generalized mean constraints.
Then, there exists a simple relationship between the entropy functionalsF (C)

α (x) andF (G)
α (x).

Let us consider our original Rényi divergence minimization problem, on one hand with indexα1 and subject to a
classical mean constraintm, and on the other hand with indexα2 and subject to a generalized mean constraintm.
The associated functionals, by Property9, areDC(γ) = − log Zξ1+1(γ, m) andDG(γ) = − logZ−ξ2

(γ, m). Thus,
we will have pointwise equality of these functions ifξ1 + 1 = −ξ2, that is if indexesα1 andα2 satisfyα1 = 1/α2.
In this case, we will of course have equality of the optimum parametersγ, and the two optimization problems will
have the same optimum value. Because of the pointwise equality functionsDG(γ) andDG(γ), it is clear that the
associated divergences are equal at the optimum, that isDα1

(PC ||Q) = Dα2
(PG||Q). Besides this is easily checked

in the general case: for the escort distributionP ∗(x) in (3), wealwayshave the equalityD 1
α
(P ∗||Q) = Dα(P1||Q).

Hence, the minimization of theα Rényi divergence subject to the generalized mean constraint is exactly equivalent to
the minimization of the1/α Rényi divergence subject to the classical mean constraint







infP1
Dα(P1||Q)

s.t EP∗ [X ] = m
=







infP∗ D 1
α
(P ∗||Q)

s.t EP∗ [X ] = m
, (24)

so that generalized and classical mean constraints can always be swapped, provided the indexα is changed into1/α,
as was argued in [31,28]. Hence, equality (24) enables us to complete the characterization of entropy functionals
F

(C)
α (m) andF (G)

α (m):
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Property 12 Entropy functionalsF (C)
α (m) andF (G)

α (m) admit the symmetryF (G)
α (x) = F

(C)
1/α(x). Besides,F (C)

α (m)

is strictly convex forα ∈ [0, 1] andF (G)
α (m) is strictly convex forα ∈ [1, +∞].

Interestingly, it is also possible to define adivergence in the object space, that is a kind of generalized distance
between two “objects”. These divergences may be used for instance in clustering [30]. The objects are here considered
as generalized means of distributions with minimum divergence to a reference measureQ(x).
Proposition 13 If P1 andP2 are two distributions in (5) with exponentν = −ξ (generalized constraint), withP2 ≪
P1, and with respective parametersγ1, γ2 and meansm1, m2, then

F (G)
α (m2, m1) = Dα(P2||P1) = F (G)

α (m2) −F (G)
α (m1)

+
1

α − 1
log

(

1 − (α − 1)
dF

(G)
α

dm
(m1)(m2 − m1)

)

, (25)

andF (G)
α (m2, m1) ≥ 0, with equality if and only ifm2 = m1.

Proof. The result is obtained by simple computations. First, we have

Dα(P2||P1) =
1

α − 1
log

∫

[1 + γ2(x − m2)]
α

1−α

Z−ξ(γ2, m2)α

[1 + γ1(x − m1)]

Z−ξ(γ1, m1)1−α
Q(x)dx

which can be rewritten as

Dα(P2||P1) =
1

1 − α
(α log Z−ξ(γ2, m2) + (1 − α) log Z−ξ(γ1, m1) − log Z−ξ−1(γ2, m2)) (26)

+
1

α − 1
log

[

1 + γ1

∫

(x − m1)
[1 + γ2(x − m2)]

−ξ−1

Z−ξ−1(γ2, m2)
Q(x)dx

]

(27)

In the first line, we haveZ−(ξ+1)(γ2, m2) = Z−ξ(γ2, m2) by Property4, eq. (13), and we recognize from Proposition

9 thatF (G)
α (m) = − log Z−ξ(γ, m). In the second line, the integral reduces to(m2 −m1) sincem2 is the generalized

mean of the distributionP2. Finally, γ1 can be expressed as the derivative of the log-partition function as stated by
(16) in Property7.
By definition,F (G)

α (m2, m1) is the Rényi information divergenceDα(P2||P1) which is always greater or equal to
zero, with equality if and only ifP2 = P1, which impliesm2 = m1.
For α → 1, F (G)

α (m2, m1) reduces to a standardBregman divergence. Indeed, usinglog(1 − x) ≃ −x, we have
simply

lim
α→1

F (G)
α (m2, m1) = F (G)

α (m2) −F (G)
α (m1) −

dF
(G)
α

dm
(m1)(m2 − m1).

3. Examples of entropy functionals

We now examine 4 special cases for the reference mesureQ(x): a uniform and an exponential distribution that model
systems with continuous states; and then a Bernoulli (two-levels) and a Poisson distribution which may model systems
with discrete states. The minima of the Rényi divergence, that is the entropiesF (C or G)

α (x), are attained for the values
γ∗ that maximize the functionalsDC(γ) andDG(γ) in Proposition9. This involves the computation ofZν(γ, m) for
all reference measuresQ considered, and the resolution ofd

dγ Zν+1(γ, m) = 0. The caseα = 1 is obtained in the limit
|ν| → +∞, since|ξ| → +∞ whenα tends to 1. Results of numerical evaluations for varyingα are provided.

3.1. Uniform reference

Let us first consider the case of the uniform referenceQ(x) on [0, 1. The partition function is given byZν(γ, m) =
∫

D
[γ(x − m) + 1]ν dx, where the domainD is defined byD = DQ ∩ Dγ , with DQ = {x : x ∈ [0, 1]} andDγ =

{x : γ(x − m) + 1 ≥ 0}.
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Computation of the partition function in the different domains together with the fact thatm ∈ [0, 1] leads to

Zν(γ, m) =
1

γ (1 + ν)

(

(γ − γm + 1)
ν+1

U(γ −
1

m − 1
) − (−γm + 1)

ν+1
U(−γ +

1

m
)

)

,

for all γ if ν ≥ 0, for γ ∈

(

1

m − 1
,

1

m

)

if ν < 0, andZν(γ, m) = +∞ otherwise,

whereU denotes the Heaviside distribution:U(t) = 0 for t < 0 andU(t) = 1 for t > 0.
The first derivative of the partition function is given by

d

dγ
Zν(γ, m) = −

νγ (m − 1) + 1

γ2 (ν + 1)
(γ (m − 1) + 1)

ν
U(γ −

1

m − 1
) +

γm(ν) + 1

γ2 (ν + 1)
(1 − γm)

ν
U(−γ +

1

m
). (28)

We next have to look for the expression of entropy functionalsF (.)
α (x). Unfortunately, no analytical solution can be

exhibited here, but the two functionals still can be evaluated numerically. For the classical mean constraint (C) we
can check thatF (C)

α (x) is a family of convex functions on(0, 1), minimum for the mean of the reference measure
Q, as was indicated in Proposition11. In the same way, we can check that for the generalized mean constraint (G)
F

(G)
α (x) is a family of nonnegative functions on(0, 1), also minimum for the mean of the reference measureQ. The

entropiesF (C)
α (x) andF (G)

α (x) were evaluated numerically and are given in Figs.1 and2 for α ∈ (0, 1). Of course,
theα ↔ 1/α duality given in Property12enables to extend these two functionals forα > 1.

Hence, it is apparent that the minimization ofF
(.)
α (x) under some constraint would automatically lead to a solution

on (0,1). Moreover, the parameterα may serve to tune the curvature of the functional and the degree of penalization
of bounds.

3.2. Exponential reference

The exponential probability density function isQ(x) = βe−βx, for x ≥ 0 andβ > 0. The partition function is given
by

Zν(γ, m) = β

∫

D

[γ(x − m) + 1]
ν
e−βxdx (29)

whereD =
{

x : x ≥ max
{

0, m − 1
γ

}

if γ > 0 or x ∈ [0, m − 1
γ ] if γ < 0

}

, ensures that the integrand[γ(x − m) + 1]

is nonnegative and the integral finite.
The evaluation ofZν(γ, m) on the different domains gives:
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Zν(γ, m) =











































e−β γm−1

γ

(

γ
β

)ν

Γ (ν + 1) if
γ > 1

m > 0

ν ≥ 0

e−β γm−1

γ

(

γ
β

)ν

Γ(ν + 1, β 1−γm
γ ) if 1

m > γ > 0

e−β γm−1

γ

(

β
γ

)−ν (

Γ
(

ν + 1, β−γm+1
γ

)

− Γ (ν + 1)
)

if
γ < 0 < 1

m

ν ≥ 0

(30)

andZν(γ, m) = +∞ for γ < 0 or γ > 1
m if ν < 0.

Let us now examine the behavior of the entropiesF
(.)
α (x) whenα → 1. This amounts to studyZν(γ, m) and its

maximum when|ν| → +∞.
The simplest derivation is as follows. As in Remark3, let γ = γ̃/ν, so that(1 + γ(x − m))ν ∼ exp(γ̃(x − m)). In
this case, one easily obtain that

log Zν(γ̃, m) ≃ log β − γ̃m − log(β − γ̃), (31)

whose derivative is equal to zero for

γ̃∗ = β −
1

m
. (32)

We shall also note that ifν < 0, the sign ofγ = γ̃/ν is the sign of(1 − βm) . SinceZν(γ, m) is only defined for
γ > 0 whenν < 0, it means that we only have a solution form < 1/β. Indeed, forγ > 0 andν < 0, the factor
(1 + γ(x− m))ν is decreasing, and consequently the mean of the optimum distribution (5) cannot be greater than the
mean of the reference distribution,mQ = EQ[X ] = 1/β.
With the optimum valuẽγ∗, the log partition function becomes

log Zν(γ∗, m) ≃ − (βm − 1) + log (βm) (∀m if ν → +∞, for m < 1/β if ν → −∞). (33)

Finally, we thus obtain

F
(C)
α→1(x) = − logZξ+1(γ

∗, x) = (βx − 1) − log (βx) , (34)

for x < 1/β whenα tends to 1 by lower values, and for allx if α tends to 1 by higher values. By the duality property

12, this expression is also the limit form of functionalF
(G)
α (x).

As was expected, the functional(βx − 1) − log (βx) is strictly convex, positive and zero forx = 1/β, the mean of
the exponential distribution. It was employed in speech processing and is called theItakura-SãA¯to entropy functional.
Forβ = 1, it reduces to the so-calledBurg entropythat is well-known in spectrum analysis.
The entropy functionals can be evaluated numerically. For instance,F (G)

α (x) is given on Fig.3 for α > 0. It is a family
of nonnegative functions, equal to zero forx = mQ = 1/β, and convex forα ∈ [1, +∞).

3.3. Bernoulli reference

Let us now consider the case of the Bernoulli measureQ(x) = βδ(x) + (1− β)δ(x− 1). Of course, the (generalized)
mean of optimum distributions is somewhere in the interval[0, 1]. Whenγ is outside of the interval( 1

m−1 , 1
m ), the

probability distribution reduces to a pure state —δ(x) or δ(x− 1), and its (generalized) mean is0 or 1. Incorporation
of the bounds into the domain depends on the sign ofν : for ν < 0, Zν(γ, m) diverges to+∞ on the bounds whereas
it remains finite forν > 0. The expression of the partition function follows directly from the definition:

Zν(γ, m) = β(1 − γm)ν + (1 − β)(1 + γ(1 − m))ν . (35)

In contrast to the previous case, it is possible here to obtain an explicit expression of the entropy functionals for any
α. Indeed, ifp denotes the value of the optimum distribution atx = 1, then the generalized expectation is

m =

∑1
x=0 xP (x)αQ(x)1−α

∑1
x=0 P (x)αQ(x)1−α

=
(1 − β)1−αpα

β1−α(1 − p)α + (1 − β)1−αpα
(36)
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Fig. 3. Entropy functionalF(G)
α (x) for an exponential reference measure withβ = 1 andα > 0. By Property12 it is alsoF(C)

1/α
(x).

and it is therefore possible to expressp as a function ofm:

p =

(

β1−αx
)

1
α

(β1−αx)
1
α + ((1 − β)1−α(1 − x))

1
α

. (37)

Now, since the Rényi information divergence is

Dα(P ||Q) =
1

α − 1
log
[

β1−α(1 − p)α + (1 − β)1−αpα
]

(38)

it suffices to replacep by the expression (37) which leads to

F (G)
α (m) =

α

1 − α
log
[

β1− 1
α (1 − m)

1
α + (1 − β)1−

1
α m1α

]

(39)

The case of the classical mean is even simpler: we havem = p, andF (C)
α (m) has the expression of the divergence

in (38) with p replaced bym. It is also interesting to note, and check, that theα ↔ 1/α duality of Property12 links
these two expressions.
The limit caseα → 1 is easily derived using L’Hospital’s rule. It comes

F
(.)
α→1(x) = x ln

(

x

1 − β

)

+ (1 − x) ln

(

1 − x

β

)

. (40)

This expression is the celebratedFermi-Dirac entropythat is strictly convex, nonnegative, and equal to zero forx =
EQ[X ] = 1 − β, the meanmQ of the reference measure.
Plots of the entropy functionals are given in Figs.4 and5 for α ∈ (0, 1) andβ = 1/2. In both cases, we have a family
of nonnegative functions, equal to zero for the mean of the reference measure. It can also be checked thatF

(C)
α (x) is

convex forα ∈ (0, 1].

3.4. Poisson reference

As a final example, let us consider the case of a Poisson measureQ(x) = µx

x! e
−µ, for x ≥ 0. DomainD isD = DQ ∩

Dγ , whereDQ = N
+ andDγ = {x : γ(x − m) + 1 ≥ 0}. The partition function is given by

Zν(γ, m) =
∑

D

[γ(x − m) + 1]ν
µx

x!
e−µ. (41)

Three cases appear, according to the value ofγ:
(a) if 1

m ≥ γ ≥ 0, thenD reduces toD1 = {x : x ∈ [0, +∞)};
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(b) for γ ≥ 1
m the domain isD2 =

{

x : x ∈ [
⌈

m − 1
γ

⌉

, +∞)
}

;

(c) whenγ < 0, D = D3 =
{

x ∈ [0,
⌊

m − 1
γ

⌋

]
}

.

In these expressions⌊x⌋ denotes the floor function that returns the largest integer less than or equal to x; and⌈x⌉ is
the ceil function, the smallest integer not less thanx.
Closed-form formulas can not be derived in the general case,but only in the case of an integer exponentν. Whenν is
not an integer, we will have to resort to the serie (41), possibly truncated for numerical computations. In orderto save
space, we only sketch the derivation inD1:

Zν(γ, m) = (1 − γm)
ν
e−µ

+∞
∑

x=0

(θx + 1)
ν µx

x!
(42)

with θ = γ
1−γm . In the serie above the ratio of successive terms(1+θx+θ))ν

(x+1)(1+θx)ν µ is the ratio of two completely factored
polynomials. This indicates that the serie can be written asa generalized hypergeometric function, whenν is integer.
So doing, we obtain

Zν(γ, m) = (1 − γm)
ν

e−µ
|ν|F|ν|(a, ..., a;b, ..., b;µ)

with a = (1 + θ)/θ andb = 1/θ for ν > 0; or with a = 1/θ andb = (1 + θ)/θ for ν < 0.
The derivative with respect toγ is

d

dγ
Zν+1(γ, m) = (1 − γm)

ν
e−µ (ν + 1)

+∞
∑

x=0

(x − m) (1 + θx)
ν µx

x!
, (43)

that can also be expressed using hypergeometric functions.Formulas for domainsD2 andD3 also involve hypergeo-
metric functions. With these formulas, or by direct evaluation of (41), functionalsDC(γ) andDG(γ) can be evaluated
and maximized on their domains of definition so as to find the optimum valueγ∗.
Given the signs ofν andγ, and the supportsD1, D2 andD3, it is already possible to deduce that the solutionγ∗ is
necessarily in a specific interval. Hence, we obtain here that for ν > 0 (respectively forν < 0), solutions associated to
a constraintm > µ corresponds to case (a) (resp. case (c)) and that solutions for m < µ correspond to case (c) (resp.
case (a)). The argumentation relies on the fact that ifPi andPj are two optimum distributions with supportsDi and
Dj , with the same (generalized) mean but different parameters, then by Theorem1 Dα(Pj ||Q) ≥ Dα(Pi||Q) if Pj is
dominated byPi.
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In the casem > µ, ν < 0, the solution with minimum divergence is for a distributionP3 in case (c), and furthermore

we haveDα(P3 ||Q) → 0. This can be seen as follows. Letx ∈ D3 andk =
⌊

m − 1
γ

⌋

, so thatx < k + 1. Let now

γ = 1
m−k + ǫ with ǫ ∈

(

0, 1
m−k−1 − 1

m−k

)

. Then the mean of the distribution is given by

Eν [X ] =
1

Zν(γ, m)

k−1
∑

x=0

x

[

k − x

k − m

]ν

Q(x) + k
[k − m]ν

Zν(γ, m)
ǫνQ(k), (44)

and any value higher thanµ = EQ[X ] can be obtained by tuningǫ, for many values ofk. Whenk increases, γ = 1
m−k

tends to0 by lower values andP3 tends toQ, which results inDα(P3 ||Q) → 0.
Theν < 0 case has the specificity thatZν(γ, m) exhibits singularities atγ = 1

m−k for all k ≥ 0. ThenZν(γ, m),
with ν = −(ξ + 1) or ν = ξ, is only convex on intervals[ 1

m−k , 1
m−k−1 ] or [ 1

m−k−1 , 1
m−k ] (for k + 1 > m > k), with

Zν(γ, m) = +∞ on the bounds of each interval. Consequently,− log Zν(γ, m) may present several maxima. This is
illustrated in Fig.6 where functionDC(γ) with α = 0.5 presents many extrema. The solution with minimum Rényi
divergence corresponds to the minimum of these maxima.
The limit caseα → 1 is obtained with|ν| = |ξ| → +∞. According to the discussion above, the optimumγ
corresponds to case (a) for{m > µ, ν > 0} and{m < µ, ν < 0}, and to case (c) for{m < µ, ν > 0}. For case (a),
the support isD1, and the derivative of the partition functionZν(γ, m) is given by (43). In this derivative, the sum can
be rewritten as

+∞
∑

x=0

(x − m) (1 + θx)
ν µx

x!
=

+∞
∑

x=0

(µ (1 + θx + θ)
ν
− m (1 + θx)

ν
)

µx

x!
, (45)

so thatZν+1(γ, m) is minimum when the RHS of (45) is equal to zero. We have to solve this equation inθ. Suppose
that θ is small and thatθx ≪ 1 for the significative values of the probability distribution. In this case, we use the
approximation(1 + θx)

ν
= eν log(1+θx) ≈ eνθx, that leads to

+∞
∑

x=0

(

µeνθ(x+1) − meνθx
) µx

x!
= eµeνθ (

µeνθ − m
)

= 0 (46)

The solution is given byθ∗ = 1
ν log(m

µ ), that in turn provides

γ∗ =
ln m

µ

ν + m ln m
µ

. (47)

In case (a),γ is positive, and this will be true forγ∗ if {m > µ, ν > 0} or {m < µ, ν < 0}. For the log-partition
function, when|ν| → +∞, this leads to

− log Zν+1(γ
∗, m) ≈ m log

m

µ
+ (µ − m). (48)

In domainD3, the derivative of the partition functionZν(γ, m) is equal to zero if

k
∑

x=0

(x − m) (1 + θx)ν µx

x!
= 0, with k =

⌊

m −
1

γ

⌋

, γ < 0.

If γ is small enough,k → +∞ and we obtain forν > 0 the same formulation and solution as inD1 The solutionγ∗

in (47) is now negative, that imposesm < µ for ν > 0. Finally, we have shown above that ifm > µ with ν < 0 then
Dα(P3 ||Q) → 0.
Hence, we obtain that the entropy functionals converge to

F
(.)
α→1(x) = x ln

x

µ
+ (µ − x) (49)

with the restriction thatF (.)
α (x) = 0 for x > µ if (C) α < 1 or (G)α > 1.

This functional is simply the cross-entropy betweenx andµ or Kullback-Leibler (Shannon) entropy functional with
respect toµ [9]. It measures a ‘distance’ between a possible mean (observable) and a reference meanµ, and it
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has been used as a regularization functional in several applied problems, such as astronomy, tomography, RMN, and
spectrometry.
As in the previous cases, the entropy functionalsF

(C)
α (x) andF (G)

α (x) can be evaluated numerically. For instance,

F
(G)
α (x) is given on Fig.7 for µ = 3. It presents an unique minimum form = µ, and we note that it is is not convex

for small values ofα.

4. Conclusion and future work

By weakening one of the postulates that lead to the definitionof Shannon entropy, Rényi [32] introduced a one
parameter family of entropy and divergence. Shannon entropy and Kullback-Leibler divergence are recovered in the
limiting case for the parameterα → 1. In this work, we considered the maximum entropy problems associated
with RényiQ-entropies. We characterized the solutions for a standard mean constraint and for the generalized mean
constraint of nonextensive statistics. We defined and discussed the entropy functionals as a function of the constraints.
These entropies were characterized and various propertiesand relationships were highlighted. We also discussed
numerical aspects. Finally we illustrated this setting through some specific examples and recovered some well-kown
entropy functionals.
Future work will consider the extension of this setting in the multivariate case. An issue that should be examined is
the fact that the direct multivariate extension of (5) is not separable in the case of a separable referenceQ(x); which
means that some dependances are implicitely introduced in the maximum entropy solution.
We also intend to investigate a possible underlying geometrical structure of the maximum entropy distributions (5).
This structure should extend the geometrical structure of exponential families and involve the Bregman-like divergence
introduced by (25).
Finally, maximum entropy methods have been successfully employed for solving inverse problems. We intend to
consider the potential of Rényi entropies and divergence in this field. A simple contribution would be to examine the
interest of a Rényi entropy functional, e.g. (39), as a potential in a Markov field for image deconvolution or restoration.

Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1

Let us begin with the classical constraint (C). In this first case, we follow the approach of [37]. Consider the functional
Bregman divergence :

Bh(f, g) =

∫

d(f, g)h(x)dx =

∫

−
(

f(x)α − g(x)α − α (f(x) − g(x)) g(x)α−1
)

h(x)dx
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whereh(x) is a nonnegative functional, associated to the (pointwise)Bregman divergenced(f, g) built upon the
strictly convex function−xα for α ∈ (0, 1). Then

BQ1−α(P, PC) = −

∫

S

P (x)α − PC(x)α − α(P (x)PC(x)α−1 − PC(x)α)Q(x)1−αdx (A.1)

= −

∫

S

P (x)αQ(x)1−αdx +

∫

S

PC(x)αQ(x)1−αdx. (A.2)

with h(x) = Q(x)1−α and whereS denotes the support ofPC(x). The second line follows from the fact that whenP
andPC have the same mean̄x = EPC

[X ] = EP [X ], then using the expression in (5) with ν = ξ = 1
α−1 it is possible

to check that
∫

S

P (x)PC(x)α−1Q(x)1−αdx =

∫

S

PC(x)αQ(x)1−αdx = Zξ(γ, x̄)−α

provided the whole support ofP (x) is included inS, which is the case by the absolute continuity ofP (x) with respect
to PC(x).
The Bregman divergenceBQ1−α(P, PC) being always positive and equal to zero if and only ifP = PC , the equality
(A.2) implies that, forα ∈ (0, 1),

Dα(P ||Q) ≥ Dα(PC ||Q) (A.3)

which means thatPC is the distribution with minimum Rényi (Tsallis) divergence toQ, in the set of all distributions
P ≪ PC with a given mean̄x, for α ∈ (0, 1). The caseα > 1 can be derived accordingly, beginning with the Bregman
divergence associated to the strictly convex functionxα.

As far as the generalized mean constraint (G) is concerned, let us now consider the Rényi information divergence
Dα(P ||PG) from P to PG, with PG given in (5) with ν = −ξ = 1

1−α

(α − 1)Dα(P ||PG) = log

∫

S

P (x)αPG(x)1−αdx, (A.4)

with S the support ofPG(x), and which can be rearranged as

(α − 1)Dα(P ||PG) = log

∫

S

P (x)αQ(x)1−α

∫

S
P (x)αQ(x)1−αdx

[γ(x − x) + 1]dx (A.5)

+ log

∫

S

P (x)αQ(x)1−αdx − (1 − α) log Z 1
1−α

(γ, x). (A.6)

The generalized mean with respect toP appears in the first term, and cancels ifP andPG have the same generalized
meanx̄ andPG ≫ P . In such a case, we obtain

Dα(P ||PG) =
1

(α − 1)
log

∫

P (x)αQ1−αdx + log Z 1
1−α

(γ, x) (A.7)

= Dα(P ||Q) − Dα(PG||Q), (A.8)

where we used the fact thatDα(PG||Q) = − log Z 1
1−α

(γ, x) as stated in Proposition5. Since the Rényi information
divergence is always greater or equal to zero, we have

Dα(P ||Q) ≥ Dα(PG||Q) (A.9)

and conclude thatPG is the distribution with minimum Rényi (Tsallis) divergence toQ, in the set of all distributions
P ≪ PG with a given generalizedα-meanx̄.
Finally, it is easy to check, given the expression ofPG and the fact thatαξ = ξ + 1, that the generalized mean ofPG

is also the standard mean of the distribution with exponentν = −(ξ +1), that isE
(α)
PG

[X ] = EP∗

G
[X ] = E−(ξ+1)[X ].

Note that the equality in (A.8), Dα(P ||Q) = Dα(P ||PG) + Dα(PG||Q), is a pythagorean equality, which means that
PG is the orthogonal projection ofP on the set of probability distributions with fixed generalized mean̄x.
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Appendix B. Proof of Proposition6

The exact behaviour depends on the reference distributionQ(x) and on the sign of the exponentν. Because the domain
of definitionD might depend onγ, the derivative of the partition function writes

dZν(γ, x̄γ)

dγ
= lim

δγ→0

1

δγ
(Zν(γ + δγ, x̄γ+δγ) − Zν(γ, x̄γ))

wherex̄γ andx̄γ+δγ now denote the parameterx̄ for distributions with parameterγ andγ + δγ. Let us begin with the
continuous case. IfδD denotes the domain increment associated to the variationδγ, it remains

dZν(γ, x̄γ)

dγ
=

∫

D

d

dγ
(1 + γ (x − x̄γ))

ν
Q(x)dx (B.1)

+ lim
δγ→0

1

δγ

∫

δD

(1 + (γ + δγ) (x − x̄γ+δγ))ν Q(x)dx (B.2)

Of course, whenD does not depend onγ, we only have the first term, and it is easy to obtain (14). Otherwise, in order

to satisfy the positivity of the integrand, the domainD is bounded above by
(

x̄γ − 1
γ

)

for γ < 0 and below by the

same value forγ > 0. Then, the second integral, sayG, can be expressed as

G = sign (γ)

∫ x̄γ−
1
γ

x̄γ+δγ−
1

γ+δγ

(1 + (γ + δγ) (x − x̄γ+δγ))
ν

Q(x)dx (B.3)

=
sign (γ)

γ + δγ

∫ a

0

yνQ

(

y − 1

γ + δγ
+ x̄γ+δγ

)

dy (B.4)

with a = (γ + δγ) (x̄γ+δγ − x̄γ) − δγ
γ , that tends to zero withδγ if x̄γ is continuous. At first order, we then obtain

G = sign (γ)
Q
(

x̄γ+δγ − 1
γ+δγ

)

γ + δγ

∫ a

0

yνdy ∝
a1+ν

1 + ν

for ν > −1. Then, it is readily checked thatlimδγ→0
1
δγ G = 0 for ν > 0, so that (B.2) is always zero forν > 0 and

(14) is true.
In the discrete case, the partition function is

Zν(γ, x̄γ) =
∑

x∈D

(1 + γ (x − x̄γ))
ν

Q(x)

There exists singular isolated values ofγ such that1+γ (x − x̄γ) = 0, for x integer. For such values, the corresponding
term in the partition function diverges forν < 0. Contrary to the continuous case where the domain ofγ is contiguous,
the domain of values ofγ ensuring that the partition function is finite will be interrupted by isolated values ofγ: the
domain of possibleγ will be constituted of segments.
As in the continous case, the derivative of the partition function writes as the sum of two terms, the second one
involving a domain increment

dZν(γ, x̄γ)

dγ
=
∑

D

d

dγ
(1 + γ (x − x̄γ))

ν
Q(x) (B.5)

+ lim
δγ→0

1

δγ

∑

δD

(1 + (γ + δγ) (x − x̄γ+δγ))ν Q(x) (B.6)

If D does not depend onγ, there is no domain increment and the derivative is given by (B.5). When the bounds of

D depend ofγ, the domain increment is given by the integers in the interval
(

⌈x̄γ+δγ − 1
γ+δγ ⌉, ⌈x̄γ − 1

γ ⌉
)

( γ > 0)

or
(

⌊x̄γ − 1
γ ⌋, ⌊x̄γ+δγ − 1

γ+δγ ⌋
)

(γ < 0); where⌊x⌋ is the floor function that returns the largest integer less than or

equal to x; and⌈x⌉ is the ceil function, the smallest integer not less thanx. If γ belongs in some interval such that
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the domain increment remains empty, then the derivative is of course simply (B.5). An extension will occur for an
infinitesimal variationδγ if x̄γ − 1

γ is precisely an integer, sayk,
Then, the second sum reduces to

G = (1 + (γ + δγ) (k − x̄γ+δγ))ν Q(k) (B.7)

=

(

−
δγ

γ
− (γ + δγ) (x̄γ+δγ − x̄γ)

)ν

Q(k), (B.8)

and finally

lim
δγ→0

1

δγ
G = lim

δγ→0
δγν−1

(

(γ + δγ)
(x̄γ+δγ − x̄γ)

δγ
−

1

γ

)1+ν

= 0 for ν > 1. (B.9)

since all terms in the parenthesis remains finite whenδγ → 0. In such case the derivative reduces to (B.5) and (14) is
true.
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